A Message from the Chairman
Dear People of the Commonwealth,
In compliance with Article XI, Section 6(e), of the Commonwealth Constitution,
the Board of Trustees of the Marianas Public Land Trust makes this report on its
investments and related activities for the year 2009.
The Trust has continued to deal with the 2007 default of the loan made to
NMHC for mortgage financing. Since MPLT commenced managing the loan portfolio, the Trustees have
adopted policies to mitigate the loan delinquencies and potential foreclosures. This loan modification
program has allowed the borrowers to have their delinquent accrued interest forgiven, their interest rate
reduced to 2% and the monthly payment reduced accordingly. The Trustees are continuing to work with
the borrowers in order that they may remain in their homes but this has resulted in a significant reduction to
the interest earnings for this investment. The Trustees’ focus is to protect the principal for this investment and
obtain repayment of the original investment over the remaining term of the associated individual loans. This
is an inherent limitation on local investments, which do not allow for liquidity to divest of a bad investment.
Policy amendments and trustees’ diligence in developing a workable payment plan for the home borrowers
enabled the Trust to decrease from NMHC’s managed 57% delinquency rate to MPLT’s managed 26%
delinquency rate. This allowed MPLT to prevent the potential loss of $2.9M in property.
The 2008 $3.5 million loan to CUC resulted from a historical distribution of the same amount from the
Department of Public Lands. While this loan may have been seen as a controversial at the time, it has
performed well, earning an annual rate of interest of 7%. Due to the appropriation from the Legislature to
allow for an offset to the Trust’s distribution to the General Fund to be withheld for payment on this loan, $1.7
million was applied in 2009 leaving a balance due of $1.8 million. This remaining balance will be substantially
paid off in 2010 by the same method. Overall, the Trust made $245K of interest income on this investment
while permanently increasing its principal fund by $3.5 million.
The overall return for the Trust for 2009 was significantly improved over the performance for 2008.
Commencing in March 2009, the publically-trades markets began to improve from the devastating loss of
value that occurred in 2008 from the unprecedented crash of the U.S. economy. The Trust’s total return was
9.9% or 2.8% more than our expected rate of return of 7.1% as opposed to the loss of -6.2 in 2008. But the
markets are still very volatile and many uncertainties still exist, namely the high unemployment in the U.S. The
performance in 2010 will not be as good due to the shaky U.S. economy, which may be a prelude to
another downturn.
We hope this report provides an insight into the operations of the Trust and provides useful information to all
our beneficiaries. The Trustees take their fiduciary duty very seriously and welcomes any question or
suggestions regarding the operation of the Marianas Public Land Trust.
Respectfully submitted,

Phillip Mendiola-Long
Chairman, Board of Trustees
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OVERVIEW
The Marianas Public Land Trust (MPLT) was established to preserve and enhance the net
revenues received from the lease of public lands for the benefit of future generations. MPLT
functions, therefore, as the money or financial manager for the net revenues distributed to it by the
Marianas Public Land Corporation (MPLC) or its successor organization, the Marianas Public Land
Authority (MPLA) or the Department of Public Lands (DPL).
The following are the distributions from MPLC &
Successor Entities to MPLT and recorded as
principal in the General & Park Trust Funds:
July 19, 1983

$ 5,000,000

DPL=s

primary

duty

is

to

manage the public lands for the benefit
of the people of the Commonwealth. In
this regard, they function as the

January 20, 1984

100,000
Commonwealth=s

February 17, 1984

14,080,046

April 13, 1984

5,958,700

public

land

managers. In addition, they also have
the responsibility to facilitate and
manage a homestead development

August 27, 1984

803,856

May 22, 1991

500,000

December 20, 1991

500,000

program. The revenues from the lease
of public lands, less DPL=s reasonable
expenses

of

administration,

are

distributable to the Trust on an annual
September 19, 2007

1,250,000

August 4, 2008

3,500,000

Total

$ 31,692,602

basis.
MPLT invests the funds it
receives from DPL within clearly
established

guidelines.

The

net

distributable income received from its investments is distributed to the Commonwealth
Government=s General Fund and to the American Memorial Park. Monies distributed to the General
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Fund are general revenues subject to appropriation by the CNMI Legislature. Funds distributed to
the American Memorial Park are dedicated to the maintenance and development of the Park.
It should be noted that most of the historical principal contributions made to the Trust were
derived from the Tinian land lease as provided for in Article VIII, Section 803, of the Covenant. This
portion of the single-payment rent has been preserved in the Trust=s general fund and constitutes
the payment from the United States for up to one hundred years usage of the prescribed land area.
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IMPLEMENTING AUTHORITY
The origins of the Trust are found both in the Constitution of the Northern Mariana
Islands and Public Law 94-241, Covenant to Establish a Commonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands in Political Union with the United States of America. Both of these documents
came into full force and effect on January 9, 1978.
Article XI, Section 6 of the Constitution provides for the establishment of the Trust upon the
effective date of the Constitution. Some excerpts pertaining to the operating requirements for the
Trust are:
!

!
!

!

!

A... The number of trustees appointed by the
Governor with the advice and consent of the
A lease agreement was signed on
Senate shall be ...[five]. Three shall be from
January 6, 1983 between the
Saipan, one from Rota and one from Tinian. At
Commonwealth and the United States,
least one trustee shall be a woman and at least
for the designated premises, for an initial
one trustee shall be of Carolinian descent. The
lease term of fifty (50) years.
trustees shall serve for a term of six years ...
[shall] be staggered.@
The CPI adjustment yielded a total price
A... The trustees shall make reasonable, careful
of $33 million for the entire term of the
and prudent investments.@
lease, including the fifty (50) year
A... The trustees shall ...[use] the interest on the
additional option period. From this total
amount received for the lease of property at
amount $6,565,800 was withheld and
Tanapag Harbor for the development and
placed in a joint escrow account pending
maintenance of a memorial park. The trustees
the Commonwealth=s acquisition of
shall transfer to the general revenues of the
private land holdings within the
Commonwealth the remaining interest accrued ...
leasehold area. This escrow fund was
[except] that the trustees may retain the amount
later transferred to the Commonwealth
necessary to meet reasonable expenses of
Superior Court (named the Tinian Land
administration.@
Acquisition Fund) to be used for funding
A... The trustees shall make an annual written
of the condemnation and land
report to the people of the Commonwealth
acquisition costs. The final balance of
accounting for the revenues received and
this fund was ordered by the Superior
expenses incurred by the Trust and describing
Court to be distributed to MPLC on
the investments and other transactions
November 25, 1994.
authorized by the trustees.@
A... The trustees shall be held to strict standards
of fiduciary care. Each trustee shall annually
submit to the Governor and the presiding officers
of the Legislature a report disclosing their financial affairs, as provided by law.@
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The Covenant contains key provisions which are fundamental to the Trust=s development.
Article VIII, Section 802 requires that certain lands be made available to the United States
Government by lease in order for it to carry out its defense responsibilities. These lands consist of
7,203 hectares on Tinian, 72 hectares at Tanapag Harbor in Saipan, and the entire island of
Farallon de Medinilla.
Article VIII, Section 803 of the Covenant describes the lease terms for the above properties.
The Commonwealth will lease the property to the United States for 50 years with the United States
having the option of renewing the lease for all or part of the property for an additional term of 50
years. The United States will pay the Commonwealth, in full settlement of the two 50 year lease
terms, the total sum of $19,520,600 determined as follows:
!
!
!

Tinian Island property - $17.5 million;
Saipan Island property located at Tanapag Harbor - $2 million;
Farallon de Medinilla Island - $20,600.

The above sum will be adjusted by a percentage, which will be the same as the percentage
change in the United States Department of Commerce composite price index from the date of
signing the Covenant. Additional terms and conditions of this lease are found in the Technical
Agreement Regarding Use of Land To Be Leased by the United States, which was executed
simultaneously with the Covenant.
Furthermore, Section 803 provides for 54 hectares of the leased property at Tanapag
Harbor to be made available by the United States, at no cost to the Commonwealth, to establish an
American Memorial Park to honor the American and Marianas dead in the World War II Marianas
Campaign. The $2 million received from the United States for the lease of this property would be
placed into a trust fund with the Aincome@ to be used for the development and maintenance of the
park.
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PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The performance of 9.9% for FY 2009 illustrates a dramatic increase over the -6.2% loss in
2008. An all time high in the stock market was achieved in October 2007 but these values were not
sustained as the full weight of the collapsing credit markets ensued throughout 2008. These losses
were unprecedented as the World financial markets reeled from its effects. Commencing in March
2009, the market began a shaky recovery but did not fully recover from the losses of 2008.
Currently, the 2010 Trust performance is showing very little growth as there are many uncertainties
relating to a sustained recovery. Fortunately, the Trust has in investment policy of maximizing its
distribution to the Commonwealth General Fund, which favors fixed income as opposed to equity
thus cushioning the Trust’s losses.
While this 2009 recovery enabled the Trust to recover $3,580,354 of its net assets,
$4,503,780 was lost during 2008. In addition, a claim
was made to MPLT to “recover” interest earned on the

MPLT=s principal fund is currently
$69.7, this balance is 2.2 times more
than
the
original
principal
contributions received from MPLC, etc.
This principal growth has occurred
while making cumulative distributions
of $50.8 million since inception.

NMHC loan that was withheld in accordance with P.L.
10-29. This interest amounted to $4,100,000 and was
subsequently distributed to the Commonwealth General
Fund in December 2009. This has resulted in an overall
reduction to the net assets by $519,646.

While the volatility of the past two years have been extreme, it does illustrate why the Trust
invests in fixed income. It is to cushion or offset the
volatility of the equity markets and provide a safety
net of guaranteed earnings.
With this backdrop in place, why does MPLT
invest in equities? The reason is long-term equities
outperform all other types or classes of investments.
MPLT is a long-term investor who does not allow
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MPLT Trustees invest for the long term by
analyzing income needs, acceptable risk levels
and investment time horizons. This forms the
basis for asset allocations.
Market cycle timing is more important than
trying to peg annual market fluctuations caused
by changing interest rates.

short-term market declines to influence its long-term time horizon. MPLT has grown its principal
through the investment in equities. To do otherwise, would be irresponsible and in contradiction to
modern portfolio theory.
A review of the Trust=s annual returns for the last five years (see Table 1) indicates a five
year annualized average rate of return of 5.94% on the total portfolio. This five-year average
includes a substantial write-down or loss from the NMHC loan in 2006 plus the 2008 economic
crises. By comparison the five-year average for managed portfolio is 7.13% and when compared to
the Weighted Average of Target Allocation of 5.96% for the same period, it indicates the Trust has
been meeting our targeted return for the asset allocation per the Investment Policy Statement. By
being able to meet our target, it demonstrates a sound asset allocation strategy.
Annual rates of return taken alone do not present an accurate picture of investment
performance. Investment performance must be analyzed consecutively for a range of three to five
years. This is because money managers do not try to time market fluctuations caused by shortterm interest rate changes and other economic factors. Their goal is to analyze market cycles in
order to be fully invested when markets are in an up-swing pattern. Trying to outguess the market
in the short term will not yield continuous portfolio growth over the years. Instead added risk and
volatility will mark performance negatively resulting in average yields below the historical trends.
The investment revenue (interest & dividends) for 2009 was $3,106,523 as compared to
$3,422,126 for 2008, but the capital gains for the year resulted in a gain of $3,537,382.
In summary, MPLT showed that it can maintain its principal even when the stock market has
big losses. This defensive or conservative nature of investment style has been able to provide
reliable distributions to its beneficiaries for this year as well as for the preceding years. We
anticipate being able to continue adding value to the portfolio in accordance with our long-term
investment strategy as well as meet the needs of our income beneficiaries.
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MARIANAS PUBLIC LAND TRUST
ANALYSIS OF INVESTMENT RETURNS - Table 1

2009

2008

2007

2006

Five Year
Average

2005

Investment
Returns:
Interest

$

2,781,911

$

3,041,931

$

2,729,975

$

2,018,976

$

1,801,232

$

2,474,805

324,612

380,195

415,333

459,581

466,919

409,328

Realized
Capital Gains

-834,785

-1,832,256

3,644,123

2,035,408

980,519

798.602

Unrealized
Capital Gains
(Losses)

4,372,166

-6,226,269

1,612,852

-3,012,154

3,583,868

66,093

Dividends

Totals

$

6,643,904

$

-4,636,399 $

8,402,283

$

1,501,811

$

6,832,538

$

3,748,828

Average Cost
of
Investments

$ 70,459,762

$

69.483,856 $

64,360,902

$

60,417,320

$

58,910,592

$

64,726,486

MPLT Return
on Total
Investment

9.88%

-6.19%

12.42%

2.23%

11.36%

5.94%

MPLT Return
on Managed
Investments

11.10%

-8.69%

12.60%

8.28%

12.37%

7.13%

S&P 500

-6.91%

-21.98%

16.44%

5.66%

12.25%

1.09%

S&P Barra
Growth

-2.62%

-19.44%

16.78%

3.95%

10.66%

1.87%

S&P Barra
Value

-11.43%

-24.50%

16.11%

15.44%

13.82%

1.89%

Performance
Benchmarks:
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MARIANAS PUBLIC LAND TRUST
ANALYSIS OF INVESTMENT RETURNS - Table 1

2009

Barclays Agg
Bond
91 Day T-Bills
Consumer
Price Index

Weighted
Average per
Target
Allocation

2008

2007

2006

2005

Five Year
Average

10.55%

3.66%

5.10%

3.32%

2.56%

5.04%

.19%

2.05%

5.02%

4.41%

2.81%

2.90%

1.35%

5.26%

2.76%

2.10%

4.69%

3.23%

7.45%

-6.85%

9.83%

9.03%

10.32%

5.96%

Another means to review MPLT=s historical return performance is to chart the Trust=s annual
rate of return since inception as compared to various indices. Chart 1 is an example of this type of
analysis. It assumes an original investment of $100 made in 1983 with annual investment returns
reinvested. MPLT=s annual rate of return is charted along with the annual returns for the following
indices:
1.

S&P 500 Index

2.

S&P BARRA Growth Index

3.

S&P BARRA Value Index

4.

Barclays Aggregate Bond Index

5.

91-Day T-Bills Index

6.

Consumers Price Index
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This chart reveals that MPLT has performed very well since inception, earning a
cumulative return to grow our original investment of $100 to $988 as compared to the S&P
500, S&P 500 Growth and S&P 500 Value all of which grew to a range of $1,112 to $1,548
(note the chart reveals the downward trend of equities for the 2001 and 2002). The fixed
income benchmark, Barclays Aggregate Bond index, cumulatively grew to $736. Based
upon our targeted asset allocation of approximately 65% to equities and 35% to fixedincome (effective July 2006), we compare very favorably to the market performances. We
can never perform up to the level of the S&P 500 as this index is based upon 100%
investment in equities. Our income distribution target to the Commonwealth General Fund
and American Memorial Park do not permit us to invest solely in equities.
The accompanying Chart 2 provides an overview of the Trust=s historical returns on
investment since its inception. For each year, the positive and negative rates of annual rate of
return are shown. For years 1984 through 1987 (and portion of 1988), the returns were for interest
only as we were not permitted to invest in anything other than U. S. Treasury obligations. The
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average annual rate of return for these years was 11.6%; the average annual return rate for the
years 1988 through 2009 was 9.3%; a rate which is slightly above the average of the Weighted

Average of Target Allocation return for the same period. This is indicative of our money managers
performing to the level expected in our Investment Policy Statement that states our expected
nominal return shall be 7.1%.
While our money managers have been successful in meeting the returns of the Weighted
Average of Target Allocation, they have also been able through the equity portfolio to add value and
increase the principal fund since 1988. During the intervening years, we have added $38.0 million
to the principal contributions received from MPLC for a 220% gain. This is more than doubling of
the principal fund has been accomplished during the last twenty-two years. This net gain of principal
occurred even with the sharp loss of investment value occurring in years 2001, 2002 and 2008.
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Chart 3 illustrates the increasing investment base derived from capital gains which are
allocable to principal and are not subject to distribution. The red portion of the chart represents the
original principal contributions received from MPLC while the blue portion is the value added
(appreciation) to the portfolio as a result of the investment policy instituted in 1988 and the active
money management. A further review of this chart reveals the dramatic loss of value occurring in
years 2001, 2002 and 2008. It also demonstrates the recovery occurring in years 2003 through
2005 and 2009. This is a testament to our investment policy and asset allocation to equities.
Without an equity allocation, the Trust would not have been able to achieve this growth. It also
shows that by reducing the equity allocation in favor of current income we will not be able to sustain
this rate of growth.
There are trade-offs between capital appreciation and investment earnings. As Chart 4
indicates when we started to enjoy larger annual rates of return and increased capital growth, our
investment earnings declined. This is to be expected and to properly analyze performance all the
components of annual return must be considered (investment earnings, i.e., interest and dividends,
as well as realized capital gains (losses) and investment appreciation).
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Accordingly, Chart 5 illustrates the total annual investment receipts as compared to the
annual distributions to beneficiaries (includes the capital losses for years 1990, 1994, 2001, 2002,
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2006, and 2008). Overall, investment returns for the period of active money management has
performed at substantial multiples more than the annual average earnings for the years when the
portfolio was not actively managed. This illustrates the value of professional active money
management over the twenty-six years the Trust has been in existence. Even in down years such
as years 1990, 1994, 2001, 2002, 2006 and 2008, the active management approach, given a long
time horizon, will provide more income and capital growth than an investment of solely U.S.
obligations.
In order to achieve high rates of return and meet the Auniform prudent investor@
standards, the Trust employs money managers who are experts in their fields of investment focus.
Money managers are typically specialists in equities (core, growth, value, small cap., international,
etc.) or fixed income.

Currently, we have seven money managers for the following asset

allocations:



Large Cap Core



International ADR



Emerging Markets



High Yield Fixed Income



International Fixed Income



Core Fixed Income
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An analysis of Chart 6 reveals our historical administrative expenses since inception. The
increase in expenses in 1988 corresponds to the hiring of professional money managers. FY 1993
administrative expenses were unusually high due to very complicated legal expenses which spilledover into FY 1994. The money management expenses for the years 1992 through 1995 were at the
same approximate level, but commencing in 1995 we hired a professional investment performance
consultant to study, among other matters, how we could reduce money management expenses.
Starting in 1996 his efforts began to be realized as money management expenses were reduced
significantly even when including his fees. Overall, the money management fees have been
relatively stable since 1996 and are not expected to

decrease in future years however, may increase proportionately as the value of our investments
rise. Our expenses for legal and board consultant=s contract have also remained fairly stable since
1994, except for 2003, 2004 and 2005 when our legal fees rose due to litigation issues with MPLA.
Since many legal issues have been resolved and the consultant’s contract amount fixed, the legal
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and contract fees declined in 2006 by 26% from the amount in 2005. This trend continued for 2007
as there were no major legal issues. Performance consultant fee increased in 2007 as the value of
the portfolio increased. This fee is also based upon a percentage of the value of the managed
portfolio and will increase as the value of the portfolio increases. The remaining expenses of board
expenses, salaries, office, and rent decreased in 2007 and remained about the same for 2008. The
major increase to administration expenses for 2008 was due to additional costs of managing the
NMHC loan portfolio. The administration costs for 2009 represent the annual costs of operating the
Trust.
Due to the technical nature of professional investing, the Board of Trustees’ and staff must
maintain a level of proficiency in the technical concepts of investing and money management. The
following are the money management activities and seminars attended in 2009:

Dates

October 9-10, 2008

Conference

Attendees

APAFS Annual Investment
Conference

Alvaro Santos, Trustee
John E. Untalan, Trustee
Norman T. Tenorio, Trustee
Gregoria Fitial-Omar, Trustee
Vianney B. Hocog, Trustee

Location

Makati, PI

November 16-19,
2008

54th Annual Employee Benefits
Conference

Alvaro Santos, Trustee,
John E. Untalan, Trustee,
Vianney B. Hocog,Trustee

San Antonio, TX

January 12-14, 2009

Laserfiche Institute Conference

Redie Aldan, OfficeManager
Dayna Reyes, Administrative
Assistant

Los Angeles, CA

April 6-8, 2009

U.S. Dept. of Interior Business
Conference

Vianney Hocog, Trustee
Alvaro Santos, Trustee
John E. Untalan, Trustee
Redie Aldan, Office Manager

Honolulu, HI

May 14-17, 2009

2nd Annual Mayors’ Conference

Vianney Hocog, Trustee
Alvaro Santos, Trustee
Gregoria Fitial-Omar, Trustee

Saipan, MP

June 15-17, 2009

Trustee & Administrator
Institute
AIF Capstone Program

Phillip Mendiola-Long,Trustee

San Francisco, CA

Pedro Deleon Guerrero,Trustee

San Francisco, CA

July 20, 2009
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The administrative expenses for the Trust decreased by 10.6% over the amount
spent in 2008. It is expected that the administrative expenses in 2010 will decrease further
due to austerity measures. It is estimated that administrative expenses for 2010 will be in
the range of $779,000. The Board of Trustees is cognizant of these costs and will continue
to be vigilant in controlling administrative expenses in order to maximize the annual
distribution to the Commonwealth General Fund.
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To further illustrate the value and necessity of professional money management as
compared to managing the money ourselves, as we did from 1983 until 1988, a graph of
the rates of return has been prepared showing the returns of investing solely in U. S.
Securities (3 to 5 year U. S. Treasury bonds) compared to MPLT=s actual returns during the
period of professional management (1988 through 2008). Chart 7 reveals that, except for
1989, 1990, 2001, 2002 and 2008, the yields returned by professional money managers
have consistently outperformed those of our prior investment policy when we were limited
to investing solely in U. S. Obligations. An average of the annual returns for each of these
two options or approaches reveals that the professional money managers yielded 2.2 times
more than an investment plan limited to U. S. Obligations solely. Since we pay our money
managers annually from 25 to 50 basis points (100 basis points equals 1%) of the value of
the monies they manage, the incremental annual gain is more than justified.

To do

otherwise would be a breach of our fiduciary duty and would be contradictory to modern
portfolio theory.
Another way of looking at the effectiveness of our investment policies is to compare
our administrative expenses each year since inception to the total Trustees assets (using
fair market valuation). Chart 8 illustrates the progression and growth of our administrative
expenses (red line) over the years, which reached its highest level in 2003. Since this time,
administrative expenses have been trending down. The blue line of the chart depicts the
annual administrative expenses as a percentage of the Trustees total assets. This
percentage is expressed in basis points (100 bp equals 1%). This line shows the cost of
running the Trust as compared to the growth of our investment program. Currently, this
relationship of asset growth and administrative expenses shows that the Trust’s total
administrative expenses continue to decline at a faster rate than the dollar amounts
expended. This is due to the investments performing well and adding value to the portfolio.
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It is the goal of the Trust to continue this trend to lower the rate of administrative
expenses over the coming years. Over the past twenty years, the Trust has spent
$12,973,295 for administrative expenses to create $38,031,652 new assets.
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INVESTMENT POLICY
The MPLT trustees are collectively referred to as fiduciaries, but what does this mean and
what is their role in the investment process? The answer is as follows:
To provide the essential management of the investment process, without which the other components
of the investment plan cannot be defined, implemented or evaluated.

The emphasis is on the fiduciary as the manager of the investment process - a role that
does not require discretionary money management expertise. They are responsible for the general
management of the assets.
To accomplish these key tasks, the Trustees
have worked with their staff and consultants to

FIDUCIARIES’ KEY TASKS


Determining the portfolio=s mission
and objectives;



Choosing an appropriate asset
allocation strategy;



Establishing explicit written
investment policies consistent with
the objectives;



Selecting investment managers to
implement the investment policy; and

prepare an Investment Policy Statement (IPS); the
purpose for which is to assist the Trustees in
effectively supervising, monitoring and evaluating
the Trust=s investment assets. The investment
program is defined in the various sections of the IPS
by:

!

!

!
!
!
!

Stating in a written document the
 Monitoring investment results.
Trustees=
attitudes,
expectations,
objectives and guidelines for the
investment of all Trust=s assets.
Setting forth an investment structure for
managing all Trust assets. This structure includes various asset classes, investment
management styles, asset allocation and acceptable ranges that, in total, are expected to
produce a sufficient level of overall diversification and total investment return over the longterm.
Providing guidelines for each investment portfolio that control the level of overall risk and
liquidity assumed in that portfolio, so that all Trust assets are managed in accordance with
stated objectives.
Encouraging effective communications between the Trustees, the investment consultant and
the money managers.
Establishing formalization criteria to monitor, evaluate, and compare the performance results
achieved by the money managers on a regular basis.
Complying with all applicable fiduciary, prudence and due diligence requirements that
experienced investment professionals would utilize, and with all applicable laws, rules and
regulations from various local, state, federal and international political entities that may impact
trust assets.
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The IPS was
prepared based
upon considerations
by the Trustees of
the financial
implications of a
wide range of
policies and
describes the
prudent investment process which the Trustees deem appropriate.
Studies have been made of the factors or elements of the investment process which affect
total return variation. Of these elements, the investment portfolio time horizon and the asset
allocation are the most important and have the greatest affect on
INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICE

portfolio returns. The selection of money managers and their

One of the most important
decisions the fiduciary has to
manage is the determination of the
time horizon. Based on the time
horizon, the fiduciary then can
determine which asset classes can
be appropriately considered; what
the allocation should be between
the selected asset classes; whether
there should be an allocation made
among sub-asset classes; and,
finally, which money managers or
mutual funds should be retained to
manage each asset class.

stock selections typically have the least impact on return
variations. The following graphic illustrates this reality very well.
Since 1988, the asset allocation strategy has changed
slightly, but can best be described as a Abalanced@ investment
focus.
During 2006 the asset allocation was amended slightly to
shift from equities to fixed income. This was done by eliminating

the 10% small/mid cap “core” allocation and decreasing the lg/cap domestic equities by 10%. Also
changed was the elimination of the lg/cap “value” and “growth” specialty managers, which were
replaced with a single lg/cap “core” manager. This reduced the percentage allocation for this portion
to 25% while the international equities remained at 10%. This made the overall equity allocation to
be 35%. This overall 20% reduction in equities was added to fixed income allocation for a total of
65%, which is divided between “core” marketable securities of 50% and ETI’s or local investments
of 15%.
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Commencing September 30, 2009, a modification was made to the asset allocation in order
to increase the yield on the fixed income. The lg/cap core was reduced from 25% to 20%, non-U.S.
equities or developed international remained at 10%, while a 5% emerging markets portion was
added, the domestic fixed income (core and local loans) remained at 45%, and a 10% domestic
high yield was added plus 10% for international bond. The plan is to assume more risk to increase
yield.
The asset allocation for both the General Fund and Park Fund are the same. The General
Fund is currently under-weighted by .1% in non-U.S. equities with domestic fixed income being
over-weighted by the same amount. Basically, the General Fund is imbalance as of the end of
2009. The Park Fund is similarly weighted in the same fashion.
The following Chart 9 illustrates the asset allocation as reflected in the IPS. It also shows
how the value of the investments has improved since 2002. This trend of increasing values was
short-circuited in 2008 as a result of the credit failures and resulting loss of security values.
However recovering of partial values occurred in 2009.
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CHANGES IN PRINCIPAL FUND BALANCES
As part of the above
discretionary

money

manager

allocations, the Trust has setaside

$10,000,000

Investments.

This

as

Local

investment

program commenced in 1998
wherein $5,000,000 was loaned
to the Northern Marianas Housing
Corporation (NMHC) to provide
short-term construction housing
loans to persons of Northern
Marianas
completion

descent.
of

the

Upon
homes,

permanent mortgage financing
would be obtained from local
banks to finance and payoff the
construction loan. In this manner,
the loan fund could be revolving
to provide new financing to
applicants wishing to build homes.
As an additional incentive to the
Trust, P.L. 10-29 was enacted,

TRUST PRINCIPAL
MPLC distributions to
MPLT
NMHC interest
appropriated to principal
Net increase (decrease) in
the fair value of
investments:
FY 1988
FY 1989
FY 1990
FY 1991
FY 1992
FY 1993
FY 1994
FY 1995
FY 1996
FY 1997
FY 1998
FY 1999
FY 2000
FY 2001
FY 2002
FY 2003
FY 2004
FY 2005
FY 2006
FY 2007
FY 2008
FY 2008 NMHC
restatement
FY 2009

GENERAL
FUND

$26,192,602

PARK
FUND

$2,000,000

5,209,055

145,026
(791,186)
(659,379)
1,099,866
3,323,619
2,036,236
1,422,710
4,729,962
3,583,364
7,008,118
1,764,253
2,155,083
1,054,744
(2,677,203)
(3,055,198)
2,955,539
3,396,385
4,156,017
(1,221,013)
4,742,997
(3,682,248)

(30,599)
256,014
66,172
193,433
564,709
245,330
427,715
1,040,133
514,162
996,123
219,979
339,314
143,615
(387,025)
(405,301)
357,106
347,774
408,370
244,267
513,978
(876,280)

(4,100,000)
3,220,184

317,198

$62,009,533

$7,496,187

which allowed MPLT to keep the
interest earned on the loan.

Totals

Unfortunately, NMHC did not
obtain the necessary loan commitments from local banks and as a result NMHC had to make the
long-term mortgage loans themselves. This resulted in MPLT
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having to amend the short-term loan to a term loan of fifteen years at an annual interest rate of
82%.
Subsequently on October 19, 2000, P. L. 12-27 was enacted which gave to NMHC a ten
year moratorium for repayment of this loan and appropriated the annual net income distribution,
which MPLT makes to the Commonwealth General Fund, back to MPLT to pay-off this NMHC
obligation. This legislation effectively transfers NMHC=s debt obligation to the Commonwealth
General Fund. As a part of this legislation, MPLT agreed to loan an additional $3.9 million to NMHC
bringing the total loan to $10 million. These additional loan proceeds were aimed at benefiting Alowincome@ applicants. On March 13, 2007, the Governor signed into law the repeal of the provision
relating to the NMHC moratorium. This resulted in NMHC being required to resume the loan
payments per the original loan agreement commencing on April 1, 2007. NMHC defaulted on
making such payments and MPLT negotiated a settlement of the note and obtained the
collateralized NMHC loan portfolio plus enough cash to pay-off the accrued interest due. It is
anticipated that MPLT will have a loss of an estimated $4.172 million due to the NMHC default. As
such, a write-down of the value of this investment for this amount has been made resulting in a net
value of $4,962,022. The actual future loss from this investment is unknown at this time.
Additionally, the Trust has implemented a pilot program to test the concept of investing in a
parent-student scholarship loan program. The initial program commenced on Rota with a loan being
made to a local non-profit corporation, APLE 501, Inc. Under this program, APLE would receive a
loan from MPLT to be secured by their loan portfolio. It is APLE’s responsibility to establish the
lending criteria, award the loans and prepare the appropriate loan documentation, e.g., loan
agreement, promissory note, guaranty first mortgage, etc., copies of which were to be provided to
MPLT. MPLT’s loan agreement with APLE requires them to only make loans that are secured by a
first mortgage on real estate having at least two times the appraised value of the loan amount. The
terms of the loan to APLE require them to repay MPLT over a term of fifteen years at an interest
rate of five percent (5%). The first advance on this loan arrangement was made on October 18,
2002 in the amount of $154,924. This loan is currently in default resulting in MPLT receiving a
default judgment. Some of the borrowers are making payments, which are being applied to the
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original principal loaned to APLE. This is a non-performing investment. The final loss from this loan
is not known at this time.
The following is an overview of the Trust=s current investment policies and the respective
money managers assigned to carry out the investment activity. There are no limitations on the
amount of Acash & equivalents@ which may be held.

ASSET ALLOCATION
MONEY MANAGER

(of principal resources)

Atalanta Sosnoff – large cap equity Acore@ money manager;
objective is to manage domestic equity assets consistent with
the Standard & Poors 500 Index and Domestic Large Cap
Manager Core Equity peer group.
J.P. Morgan Asset Management – international equity
(ADR) money manager; objective is to manage international
equity assets consistent with the MSCI EAFE Index and
Foreign Large Cap Core Equity Manager peer group.
Lazard – emerging markets money manager; objective is to
manage emerging international equity assets consistent with
the MSCI EM (net) Index.
Newgate – emerging markets money manager; objective is to
manage emerging international equity assets consistent with
the MSCI EM (net) Index.
Richmond Capital Management, Inc. – domestic fixed
income Acore@ money manager; objective is to manage fixed
income assets consistent with the Barclays Aggregate Bond
Index.
Seix Investment Advisors – high yield bond; objective is to
manage high yield bonds consistent with the Barclays HY
Bond Index.
PIMCO – foreign bond fund unhedged; objective is to manage
foreign bonds consistent with the CitigrpNon USWGovUnHd
Index.
Local Investments.
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GENERAL
FUND

PARK
FUND

10% to 30%

10% to 30%

5% to 15%

5% to 15%

0% to 10%

0% to 10%

0% to 10%

0% to 10%

30% to 60%

30% to 60%

0% to 10%

5% to 15%

0% to 20%

0% to 20%

30% to 60%

30% to 60%

Safe Harbor Rules

FIDUCIARY DUTY and PRUDENT PROCESS
In recent years the question of what is fiduciary duty has
become a topic of discussion; especially in regard to the Trust=s
responsibilities for investment of their assets.

While the

Constitution expressly requires the Trustees to A...make
reasonable, careful and prudent investments@ and holds
them to A...strict standards of fiduciary care@, it does not state
how the they will be
Uniform Fiduciary Standards of Care
1. Know standards, laws, and trust
provisions.
2. Diversify assets to specific
risk/return profile.
3. Prepare investment policy
statement.
4. Use “prudent experts” (money
managers) and document due
diligence.
5. Control and account for
investment expenses.
6. Monitor the activities of “prudent
experts”.
7. Avoid conflicts of interest and
prohibited transactions.

measured
these

in

legal

Accordingly,

meeting

1. Use prudent experts to make
the investment decisions.
2. Demonstrate that the prudent
expert was selected by
following a due diligence
process.
3. Give the prudent expert
discretion over the assets.
4. Have the prudent expert
acknowledge their co-fiduciary
status.
5. Monitor the activities of the
prudent expert to ensure that
the expert is performing the
agreed upon tasks.

concepts.
the

Trustees

rely

on

their

attorneys,

professional consultants and fiduciary training to provide
guidance in such matters.
As a fiduciary the Trustees
have personal liability for
their acts if they do not meet
the concepts of the Prudent

PRIMARY DUTY of the FIDUCIARY
To manage a prudent investment
process, without which the components
of an investment plan cannot be defined,
implemented, or evaluated. Statutes,
case law, and regulatory opinion letters
dealing with investment fiduciary
responsibility further reinforce this
important concept.

Process. Fiduciary liability is not determined by investment
performance, but rather by the failure to apply “prudent investment practices”.
Understanding and applying prudent investment practices will establish a disciplined process
for making and managing investment decisions. It is through the study and application of these
Practices that the MPLT Board of Trustees manages the investment decision-making for the Trust.
Many of these “industry best practices” as identified in the Practices are also included in
legislation dealing with the fiduciary aspects of investing. The following are the important legislative
authorities, which overlap the “prudent investment practices”:
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INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICE
If a fiduciary even thinks he or
she may have a conflict of
interest – they probably do. The
best advice is end it, or avoid it.
It’s that simple. An excellent
question every fiduciary should
ask before deciding or voting on
an investment issue is: Who
benefits from this decision? If
the answer is any party other
than the client, participant,
and/or the beneficiary, the
likelihood is the fiduciary is about
to breach his or her duties.



ERISA – Employee Retirement Income Security Act (impacts
qualified retirement plans).



UPIA – Uniform Prudent
Investor Act (impacts private
trusts, and may impact
foundations and endowments).



MPERS – Uniform Management
of Public Employee Retirement
Systems Act (impacts state,
county, and municipal
retirement plans).

What essentially is the Prudent Process? This process

INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICE
Simply stated, an investment strategy can
fail by being too conservative or too
aggressive. A fiduciary could adopt a very
safe investment strategy by keeping a
portfolio in cash, but then see the
portfolio’s purchasing power whither under
inflation. Or, a fiduciary could implement a
long-term growth strategy that
overexposes a portfolio to equities, when
a more conservative fixed-income strategy
would have been sufficient to cover the
identified goals and objectives.

can best be described through the Five Step Investment
Management Process as shown in Chart 10. The Uniform Fiduciary Standards of Care are
legislated standards (see preceding text box) that when applied with the Five Step Investment
Management Process frames the Prudent Investment Process.

Figure 1

C

Chart 10
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INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICE

A further discussion of the Practices is as follows:
The fiduciary is required to manage investment
decisions with a reasonable level of detail. By
reducing that detail to writing, preparing a written
IPS, the fiduciary can: (1) avoid unnecessary
differences of opinion and the resulting conflicts;
(2) minimize the possibility of missteps due to a
lack of clear guidelines; (3) establish a reasoned
basis for measuring their compliance; and, (4)
establish and communicate reasonable and clear
expectations with participants, beneficiaries, and
investors.





Step 1 - Analyze Current Position




Investments are managed in accordance
with applicable laws, trust documents, and
written policy statements.
Fiduciaries are aware of their duties and
responsibilities.
Fiduciaries and parties in interest are not
involved in self-dealing.

Service agreements and contracts are in writing, and do not contain provisions that
conflict with fiduciary standards of care.
There is documentation to show timing and distribution of cash flows and the
payment of liabilities.
Assets are within the jurisdiction of U.S. courts, and are protected from theft and
embezzlement.

INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICE

Step 2 – Diversity - Allocate Portfolio
The following documents, at a minimum,
should be collected, reviewed, and
analyzed:
o

o
o
o
o

o

A copy of the Investment Policy
Statement (IPS), written minutes,
and/or files from investment
committee meetings.
Applicable trust documents.
Custodial and brokerage
agreements.
Service agreements with
investment management vendors.
Information on retained money
managers; specifically the ADV for
each separate account manager
and prospectus for each mutual
fund.
Investment performance reports
from money managers, custodian,
and/or consultant.













A risk level has been identified.
An expected, modeled return to meet investment
objectives has been identified.
An investment time horizon has been identified.
Selected asset classes are consistent with the
identified risk, return, and time horizon.
The number of asset classes is consistent with
portfolio size.

Step 3 - Formalize Investment Policy



There is detail to implement
a
specific
investment
strategy.
The
investment
policy
statement defines the duties
and responsibilities of all

parties involved.
The investment policy statement defines diversification and
rebalancing guidelines.
The investment policy statement defines due diligence criteria
for selecting investment options.
The investment policy statement defines monitoring criteria for
investment options and service vendors.
The investment policy statement defines procedures for
controlling and accounting for investment expenses.
The investment policy statement defines appropriately
structured, socially responsible investment strategies (when
applicable).
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INDUSTRY BEST
PRACTICE
The acronym TREAT helps
define the key fiduciary
inputs to the asset
allocation strategy.

T Tax Status
R Risk Level
E Expected Return
A Asset Class Preference
T Time Horizon

Step 4 - Implement Policy





The investment strategy is implemented in compliance with the required level of
prudence.
The fiduciary is following applicable “Safe Harbor” provisions (when elected).
Investment vehicles are appropriate for the portfolio size.
A due diligence process is followed in selecting service providers, including the
custodian.
INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICES

Step 5 - Monitor and Supervise
 Periodic
reports
compare
investment
performance against an appropriate index, peer
group, and IPS objectives.
 Periodic reviews are made of qualitative and/or
organizational changes of investment decisionmakers.
 Control procedures are in place to periodically
review policies for best execution, soft dollars,
and proxy voting.
 Fees for investment management are consistent
with agreements and with the law.
 “Finder’s fees,” 12b-1 fees, or other forms of
compensation that have been paid for asset
placements are appropriately applied, utilized,
and documented.

We are currently performing step 5 of the investment

Rebalancing is inherent to the
element of diversification, where
the goal is to create a portfolio
that balances appropriate levels of
risk and return. That balance,
once achieved, only can be
maintained by periodically
rebalancing the portfolio to
maintain the appropriate
diversification.
The rebalancing limits define the
points when a portfolio should be
reallocated to bring it back in line
with the established asset
allocation target. The discipline of
rebalancing, in essence, controls
risk and forces the portfolio to
move along a predetermined
course. It takes gains from stellar
performers or favored asset
classes, and reallocates them to
lagging styles, without attempting
to time the market.

process, in particular, performing rebalancing. The process of
rebalancing of the portfolio realigns it back to the strategic asset allocation formalized in the IPS.
The asset mix will change as a result of rising values in the portfolio. Rebalancing controls risk and
force the portfolio to move along a predetermined course. It is through this overall procedural
process that the Trust maintains its financial integrity.
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INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICE
The fiduciary should establish performance objectives for each investment decision-maker, and/or
money manager, and record the same in the investment policy statement. Investment performance
should be evaluated in terms of an appropriate market index, and the relevant peer group.
The investment policy statement also should describe the actions to be taken when an investment
decision-maker fails to meet the established criteria. The fiduciary should acknowledge that fluctuating
rates of return characterize the securities markets, and may cause variations in performance. The
fiduciary should evaluate performance from a long-term perspective, ordinarily defined as two-to-three
years.
There often will be times when a money manager is beginning to exhibit shortfalls in the defined
performance objectives but, in the opinion of the fiduciary, does not warrant termination. In such
situations, the fiduciary should establish in the investment policy statement specific Watch List
procedures. The decision to retain or terminate a manager cannot be made by a formula. It is the
fiduciary’s confidence in the money manager’s ability to perform in the future that ultimately determines
the retention of a money manager.

Footnote
The References used in this section of the 2009 Annual Report were taken from Prudent Investment
Practices, A Handbook for Investment Fiduciaries, written and published by the Foundation for Fiduciary
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FINANCIAL BENEFITS
The financial benefits provided to the Commonwealth by the Trust generally consist of
direct distributions of income and capital growth to its investment portfolio. The equity market for
2009 did add value to the portfolio to partially recover some of the losses from 2008.
Accordingly, the Trust gained $3,537,381 of its principal as a result.
MPLT=s 2009 General Fund
distribution was in the amount of

American Memorial Park Development Projects

$2,013,563, which yields a total of

1. Tennis Courts

$46,098,737 being given over to the

2. 400 Meter Track

Commonwealth General Fund since

3. Grandstand

inception. Additionally, the Park Fund
made distributions of $219,768 for the

$242,770
15,000
2,200

4. Bike Path

47,750

5. American Memorial Pavilion
6. Park Maintenance

603,362
1,289,154

debt service on the CDA/AMP loan.
7. AMP World War II Memorial

493,248

8. Parking Lot and Paving

165,601

This makes a total of $4,715,099, which
has been distributed to fund projects.

9. Concession Room and Other Facilities

76,741

10. AMP Underground Utilities

142,927

11. AMP Mall Landscaping

139,068

12. Engineering, Survey & Mapping Svcs.

15,000

13. Schematic Master Plan

13,435

14. Lighting Bike/Jogging Trail

62,800

15. A&E for the Cultural/Visitors Center &
Memorial Gardens

65,000

16. Debt service on CDA/AMP loan for
Cultural/Visitors Center & Memorial
Gardens
Total

Studies, www.cfstudies.com, © 2003 Foundation for Fiduciary Studies.
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1,341,043
$ 4,715,099

GROSS PUBLIC LAND LEASE REVENUES FLOWCHART
LEASE REVENUES
(Received by MPLA; formerly MPLC)
LESS EXPENSES of AMINISTRATION
(general and administration, homestead program, and comprehensive master planning)

EQUALS NET DISTRIBUTIONS to MPLT from MPLC
$ 31,692,602
GENERAL FUND PRINCIPAL INVESTED
PARK FUND PRINCIPAL INVESTED
$29,692,602
$2,000,000
INVESTMENT INCOME
LESS EXPENSES OF ADMINISTRATION
(money management fees, professional fees, contractual services, etc.)
Income Distributed to CNMI General Fund

Distributable Net Income
$4,670,893

FY 1984
FY 1985
FY 1986
FY 1987
FY 1988
FY 1989
FY 1990
FY 1991
FY 1992
FY 1993
FY 1994
FY 1995
FY 1996
FY 1997
FY 1998
FY 1999
FY 2000
FY 2001
FY 2002
FY 2003
FY 2004
FY 2005
FY 2006
FY 2007
FY 2008
FY 2008
restatement
FY 2009

$ 1,348,293
2,495,638
2,507,825
2,543,529
3,098,924
1,349,138
1,721,670
1,032,690
707,863
534,953
763,298
1,191,602
1,560,522
1,461,200
1,420,000
1,566,931
1,600,594
1,982,714
1,690,569
1,206,139
1,308,788
1,064,661
1,379,989
2,228,048
2,219,596

FY 1991
FY 1992
FY 1993
FY 1994
FY 1995
FY 1996
FY 1997
FY 1998
FY 1999
FY 2000
FY 2001
FY 2002
FY 2003
FY 2004
FY 2005
FY 2006
FY 2007
FY 2008

$ 171,248
140,160
973,825
294,410
28,853
376,219
201,437
164,868
82,110
148,335
95,321
269,855
165,294
387,119
294,713
274,075
208,917
218,572

4,100,000
2,013,563

FY 2009

219,768

TOTAL

$ 46,098,737

$ 4,715,099
Total Income Available
for Future
Distributions
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$ 218,536

FY 2009 FINANCIAL SUMMARY
The Investment Policy Statement asset allocation was

GENERAL
FUND

effectively changed on September 30, 2009. The shift at this time was directed to add more risk in
order to provide more current income as opposed to growing the principal investment base. The
current asset allocation is reflected in the following Chart 11 and reflects the move to add new
allocations for non-U.S. emerging market equities and international bonds plus domestic fixed
income high yield. While the chart shows allocations to emerging markets and international bonds,
these positions were in cash as these asset classes were just funded.

The overall asset investment base for 2009 was $65,657,528, increasing by $3,678,984 over
the amount from 2008. It is anticipated that there will be no significant change to the investment
base in 2010.
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The following is an overview of the current asset allocation:

Asset
Allocation

Strategic
Allocation

Total
Fund

Percentage
Difference

Domestic Equity – Large Cap
Core

20%

20.0%

0%

Non-U.S. Equities:
Developed International
Emerging Markets

10%
5%

9.9%
5%

-0.1%
0%

Domestic Fixed Income
Core & Local Loans
High Yield
Local High Yield

45%
5%
5%

50.1%
5%
0%

5.1%
0%
-5%

International Bonds

10%

10%

0%

Total Allocation

100%

100%

0%

An overview of the General Fund=s investment return is as follows:
Investment earnings
Realized capital gains
Unrealized capital gains

$ 2,777,718
(729,049)
3,949,233

Total return

$ 5,997,902

Return on investment

10.00%
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FY 2009 FINANCIAL SUMMARY
The Investment Policy Statement asset allocation was also

PARK
FUND

effectively changed on September 30, 2009. This change was made to maintain the same asset
allocation as in the General Fund. It was also justified in order to provide more annual distributable
income to support the increased debt service on the CDA/AMP loan. The current asset allocation is
reflected in the following Chart 13 and reflects the move to add new allocations for non-U.S.
emerging market equities and international bonds plus domestic fixed income high yield. While the
chart shows allocations to emerging markets and international bonds, these positions were in cash
as these asset classes were just funded.

The overall asset investment base for 2009 was $7,715,346, increasing by $399,685 over
the amount from 2008. It is anticipated that there will be no significant change to the investment
base in 2010.
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The following is an overview of the current asset allocation:

Asset
Allocation

Strategic
Allocation

Total
Fund

Percentage
Difference

Domestic Equity – Large Cap
Core

20%

20.0%

0%

Non-U.S. Equities:
Developed International
Emerging Markets

10%
5%

10.1%
5%

0.1%
0%

Domestic Fixed Income
Core & Local Loans
High Yield

45%
10%

48.7%
8.1%

3.7%
-1.9%

International Bonds

10%

8.1%

-1.9%

Total Allocation

100%

100%

0%

An overview of the General Fund=s investment return is as follows:
Investment earnings
Realized capital gains
Unrealized capital gains

$ 328,805
(105,736)
422,933

Total return

$ 646,002

Return on investment

8.83%
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES
The following are the current trustees and their respective terms of office:

Phillip Mendiola-Long
Chairman
Tinian
Confirmed: 3/6/2006 Expires: 1/9/2010

Alvaro A. Santos

Pedro R. Deleon Guerrero

Vice Chairman
Saipan

Treasurer
Saipan

Confirmed: 3/6/2006 Expires: 1/9/2012

Confirmed: 4/4/2006 Expires: 1/9/2016

Gregoria Fitial-Omar

Vianney B. Hocog

Carolinian/Women Representative
Saipan

Trustee
Rota

Confirmed: 3/6/2006 Expired: 1/9/2012

Confirmed: 3/3/2004 Expires: 1/9/2010
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STAFF
The following are the current staff of the Trust:

Dayna C. Reyes
Administrative Assistant

Redie P. Aldan
Office Manager

Lillian Leon Guerrero
Records Assistant

Consultant and Legal Services

Bruce M. MacMillan
Board Consultant

Robert T. Torres
Legal Counsel

The law stipulates that MPLT must maintain a five member board, which comprises of three people from Saipan,
one from Tinian and one from Rota, and of the five, one must be of Carolinian descent and one must be a woman.
The current board of trustees consists of the required five members who are, according to the Constitution,
appointed by the Governor and confirmed by the Senate.
In addition to the Board of Trustees, MPLT retains the services of Bruce M. MacMillan, C.P.A., on an independent
contract basis, as the Board Consultant.
MPLT also employs Redie Aldan,Office Manager , Dayna Reyes, Administrative Assistant and Lillian Guerrero,
Records Assistant.
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PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE
The Trustees solicit professional services for the management of its assets, the
development and maintenance of a dynamic investment policy, the supervision and evaluation of
investment managers, as well as auditing and asset custodial services.
The Money Managers, selected by the Trustees, have sole responsibility for purchase and
sale decisions for all investments under their control. Should any manager fail to meet the goals or
stay within the guidelines of the Trust=s investment policy, the trustees may initiate proceedings to
determine the desirability of retaining the manager.

The Consultant is responsible for providing ongoing assistance to the Trustees in the
supervision, retention and termination of the investment managers, the maintenance and updating
of the investment policy, asset allocation decisions and other matters involving the investment of
assets.

From 1988 through 1994,

Merrill Lynch acted as the Trust=s
investment consultant. Commencing
March 1, 1995, Altamira Capital
Corporation was retained to replace
Merrill Lynch as investment consultant.
On February 18, 2004 the Trust hired
MorganStanley

SmithBarney

to

replace Altamira Capital. MSSB is the
current portfolio consultant.
The Custodian of the funds is responsible for safekeeping all securities and cash,
accounting for all cash flow and providing monthly statements. Effective with the hiring of
MorganStanley SmithBarney in February 2004, Smith Barney Citigroup became the custodian. Prior
to this time, BNY Western Trust Company (a subsidiary of the Bank of New York) had been serving
as custodian for all of the Trust=s funds. The Board of Trustees has
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AMOUNT OF ASSETS
UNDER MANAGEMENT
MONEY MANAGER
GENERAL FUND
Atalanta Sosnoff – large cap equity Acore@ money
manager; objective is to manage domestic equity
assets consistent with the Standard & Poors 500
Index and Domestic Large Cap Manager Core
Equity peer group.

PARK FUND

$13,560,103

$1,553,920

$6,716,221

$789,957

$1,686,000

$195,000

$1,686,000

$195,000

$24,795,905

$2,294,212

Seix Investment Advisors – high yield bond;
objective is to manage high yield bonds consistent
with the Barclays HY Bond Index.

$3,372,000

$638,000

PIMCO – foreign bond fund unhedged; objective is to
manage foreign bonds consistent with the CitigrpNon
USWGovUnHd Index.

$6,744,000

$638,000

$6,590,022

$1,374,243

$ 65,150,251

$ 7,678,332

J.P. Morgan Asset Management – international
equity (ADR) money manager; objective is to manage
international equity assets consistent with the MSCI
EAFE Index and Foreign Large Cap Core Equity
Manager peer group.
Lazard – emerging markets money manager;
objective is to manage emerging international equity
assets consistent with the MSCI EM (net) Index.
Newgate – emerging markets money manager;
objective is to manage emerging international equity
assets consistent with the MSCI EM (net) Index.
Richmond Capital Management, Inc. – domestic
fixed income Acore@ money manager; objective is to
manage fixed income assets consistent with the
Lehman Aggregate Bond Index.

Local Investments.

GRAND TOTALS

also retained seven discretionary money management firms to manage the Trust’s investment
portfolios – see above (stated at fair market value).
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